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ABSTRACT
Current attempts to explain recommendations mostly exploit a
single type of data, i.e. usually either ratings provided by users for
items in collaborative filtering systems, or item features in content-
based systems. While this might be sufficient in straightforward
recommendation scenarios, the complexity of other situations could
require the use of multiple datasources, for instance, depending
on the product domain. Even though hybrid systems have a long
and successful history in recommender research, the connections
between user ratings and item features have only rarely been used
for offering more informative and transparent explanations. In
previous work, we presented a prototype system based on a feature-
weighting mechanism that constitutes an exception, allowing to
recommend both items and features based on ratings while offer-
ing advanced explanations based on content data. In this paper,
we empirically evaluate this prototype in terms of user-oriented
aspects and user experience against to widely accepted baselines.
Two user studies show that our novel approach outperforms con-
ventional collaborative filtering, while a pure content-based system
was perceived in a similarly positive light. Overall, the results draw
a promising picture, which becomes particularly apparent from a
user perspective when participants were specifically asked to use
the explanations: they indicated in their qualitative feedback that
they understood them and highly appreciated their availability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing complexity of algorithms for Recommender Sys-
tems (RS), currently reaching its peak with the rise of deep learning,
has created a demand for more explainable systems. Most research
effort has been spent on explaining recommendations using only a
single type of data. The most commonly used explanation style is
based on Collaborative Filtering (CF), which only requires availabil-
ity of explicit or implicit feedback provided by the user community
[16]. For recommendations, ratings of those items the current user
has not yet rated are predicted based on, for instance, the weighted
average of ratings provided by similar users (user-based CF) or
of similar items (item-based CF). Even though several attempts to
explain these predictions to users have been made in the literature
[10, 13, 27], this task still needs to be considered quite challenging,
especially in case of model-based CF methods [14, 21, 23, 24]. A
common example are the well-known Amazon “other customers
also bought . . . ” explanations, describing why an item has been
recommended in a rather simpler manner—independent of the com-
plexity of the underlying method. On the other hand, Content-based
Filtering (CB) relies on, for example, predefined metadata or tags
generated by other users or extracted from unstructured texts [9].
Accordingly, the corresponding explanation style aims at explain-
ing the relevance of recommended items to the user’s personal
preferences based on content data, which thus need to be available.

Both explanation styles can be considered effective in most stan-
dard recommendation scenarios. However, recommendation pro-
cesses are often more complex, especially in high risk domains such
as digital cameras, cars or even houses, where purchase decisions
are much more complicated than choosing a song to listen or a
movie to watch. In these cases, being able to fall back on multiple
datasources for providing explanations may be particularly advan-
tageous [7]. Nonetheless, while CF has already been integrated
with CB in hybrid systems, mainly to improve accuracy, current
RS rarely exploit the connections between user ratings and item
features for the purpose of providing richer explanations [28].

In this line of research, we in previous work proposed a hybrid
approach in the domain of digital cameras that elicits the current
user’s preferences with respect to features of the items in a CF
environment [25]. Subsequently, using a feature-weighting mech-
anism, similar users are computed based on these feature-based
preferences instead of preferences for the items, i.e. typical ratings
as in the common CF procedure (see e.g. [26]). These user-user sim-
ilarities are then used to determine item recommendations based
on user-item similarities calculated in the same manner. With a pro-
totype RS built on top of this method, we showcased that we were
consequently able to also use item features for providing advanced
explanations of CF output in complex recommendation scenarios.
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In this paper, we complement this work by empirically evaluating
this prototype against two established baseline systems: a standard
item-based CF recommender that exclusively relies on item-item
similarities in terms of ratings, and a standard CB recommender
that exclusively relies on user-item similarities in terms of features,
to generate both recommendations and explanations. For this, we
aim at addressing the following research questions:
RQ1: Do recommendations and explanations based on feature-

based CF improve subjective system assessment compared
to a conventional item-based CF approach?

RQ2: Do recommendations and explanations based on feature-
based CF improve subjective system assessment and user
experience compared to a conventional CB approach?

2 RELATEDWORK
The growing complexity of today’s highly sophisticated RS algo-
rithms has fueled the need for more transparent explanations that
may help users understand the rationale behind the recommenda-
tion process [4, 17]. Accordingly, numerous approaches have been
proposed for providing explanations for system-generated recom-
mendations. However, the majority focuses on generating these
explanations by exploiting only a single type of data, i.e. usually
either content-related item features when CB is applied, or plain
user-item ratings in a CF context [2, 8, 13, 37, 40].

Content-based explanations. RS based on CB model users by in-
formation available about the content of the items [9, 31], e.g. price,
brand or color in case of digital cameras or TVs. In case of entertain-
ment domains such as movies, genre, director and actor information
may be taken into account [31]. To explain recommendations, it
can consequently be made immediately clear in which sense an
item is relevant, namely based on its features in comparison to the
current user’s feature-based profile. A prominent example is Tags-
planations [40], where recommended movies are explained based
on tags preferred by the user. In [3], a news RS is presented that
explains recommended news articles by means of keywords.

Collaborative explanations. In CF, on the other hand, user-item
ratings are exploited to generate recommendations [10, 16]. Since
the predictions are thus exclusively based on interaction between
users and items, they can be difficult to understand. This funda-
mental problem of CF has already been noticed in earlier work:
Herlocker et al. compared 21 different explanation styles for CF,
showing that users preferred rating histograms for getting an un-
derstanding of how users with similar taste rated recommended
items [13]. Later, approaches such as PeerChooser [27] or Small-
Worlds [12] aimed at explaining the CF output by means of complex
interactive visualizations: the active user’s neighbors are displayed
by connected nodes, the distance between these nodes reflects the
similarity of two users. Even for model-based CF systems, visualiza-
tions have been proposed. For instance, in [11, 19], maps are used
for visualizing latent item spaces, showing how user preferences are
represented in the underlying model and which alternatives exist
in addition to recommended items, i.e. nearby in the item space. To
this day, providing explanations for CF recommendations needs
however to be considered overall challenging, especially when us-
ing model-based methods: There exist of course approaches that

integrate additional data, e.g. user-generated tags or aspects de-
rived from product reviews, directly into the models for increasing
transparency of recommendations and improving their fundamen-
tal explainability [14, 21, 23, 24]. Yet, the results coming from the
underlying models are still abstract to a certain extent, making it
difficult to present users with textual explanations that are actually
meaningful. As a consequence, current real-world systems often
try to explain why an item has been recommended in rather simple
ways—independent of the possibly complex rationale behind these
models. An example are the well-known Amazon explanations (see
above) that rely entirely on plain user-item rating data. In general,
such textual explanatory components are the only means that can
be found in the wild for increasing the transparency of RS and their
trustworthiness [38]. However, especially in light of recent find-
ings showing that system-generated explanations are still mostly of
inferior quality when compared to explanations made by humans
[18], there is clearly a need for richer argumentative explanations.

Hybrid approaches. Hybrid RS have shown to benefit from both
CB and CF when generating recommendations [6]. Various ap-
proaches have been proposed that use multiple datasources, some
combining content and rating data [35, 36], others additionally
considering social data [4, 30, 39]. However, these attempts only
rarely address the goal of making the recommendation process
more comprehensible. If they do, they most often make use of visu-
alizations: An example that uses cluster maps is TalkExplorer [39],
which allows users to explore and find relevant conference talks
by analyzing connections of talks to user bookmarks, tags, and
social data. SetFusion [30], a system based on TalkExplorer, instead
uses Venn diagrams, yielding improvements with respect to user
experience. TasteWeights [4] exploits social, content, and expert
data to provide interactive music recommendations. The rationale
behind the results is implicitly made clear by visualizing the re-
lations between user profile, datasources and recommendations.
MyMovieMixer [22] allows users to control the influence of different
datasources in a similar fashion while immediately highlighting
which filtering criteria, and to what extent, the system was able
to take into account. MoodPlay [1] combines content- and mood-
based filtering for suggesting music. The system visualizes a latent
space into which both artists and moods are mapped. An avatar
representing the user’s profile within this visualization enables the
user to comprehend why certain songs are recommended by means
of their position in the latent space in relation to moods and avatar.

Summary and current work. These works have successfully intro-
duced various interactive recommending approaches, often making
results easier to understand, sometimes even via sophisticated visu-
alizations. Yet, they usually stop short at explaining the connections
between the user’s preference profile and the items recommended
accordingly, at most by means of his or her explicitly expressed
item ratings. Content features of the items, on the other hand, could
easily help provide arguments for the relevance of recommended
items, allowing to provide much more informative explanations.
The effectiveness of explanations that rely not only on a single
type of data has been recognized [28], but received overall little
attention in RS research. One of the few exceptions besides at-
tempts that integrate additional data into model-based algorithms
to foster explainability (e.g. [14, 21, 23, 24]) is our work previously



proposed in [25]. Here, CB and standard item-based CF are not only
combined for improving recommendations, but for explaining the
recommender’s output via item features, even in complex product
domains such as digital cameras. Yet, since an in-depth empirical
evaluation of this explanation style from a user perspective is still
missing, we aim to address this gap in the paper at hand.

3 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
For addressing our research questions, we conducted two user stud-
ies with the goal of comparing our prototype RS for digital cameras
[25] with established baselines as described in the beginning of this
paper. Accordingly, we formulated the following hypotheses:
H1: Feature-based CF improves subjective assessment of rec-

ommendations and explanations compared to conventional
item-based CF.

H2: Feature-based CF improves user experience compared to
conventional item-based CF.

H3: Feature-based CF improves subjective assessment of recom-
mendations and explanations compared to conventional CB.

H4: Feature-based CF improves user experience compared to
conventional CB.

3.1 User study 1
The first study was conducted as a lab study with a within-subject
design. To address hypotheses 1 and 2, participants were presented
with two prototype systems in counter-balanced order:

• Standard item-based CF: Based on the item ratings each
participant provided, the system recommended similar items.
Explanations were provided in relation to his or her rated
items, additionally showing a rating distribution graph for
each of the recommended items. Participants were allowed to
(re)-rate items and remove recommended items from being
considered in the recommendation process (see Figure 1a).

• Feature-based CF: Implemented on top of our approach as
described in [25], this variant closely resembled the proto-
type system described there as well (see [25] for more details
and screenshots of the advanced explanations).

In each of the two resulting conditions, participants were first
asked to indicate their preferences. In the item-based CF system,
to initially provide a set of cameras to rate, we ranked available
cameras by means of the balanced strategy based on popularity and
entropy as described in [33]. The top 30 cameras were presented and
participants asked to rate at least 10 of them. In the feature-based
CF system, participants were asked to select at least one feature,
specify values, and provide five-star ratings for all selected features.

Based on specified preferences, each system generated recom-
mendations and corresponding explanations. Recommendations
were updated immediately as soon as participants modified their
preferences. They had unlimited time to explore the respective sys-
tem variant. We asked them to explore each recommended camera
and its corresponding explanation, compare it with their indicated
preferences, and select cameras that satisfy their needs by adding
them to a shopping basket. Participants could finish the task at their
own discretion after selecting at least one camera. After exploring

the system and making their decisions, they had to evaluate the sys-
tem subjectively and fill in a questionnaire. On average, participants
spent 30–35 minutes to complete the study.

Participants and questionnaire. 20 students (14 females) with age
ofM=26.45, SD=3.00 (range 21–40 years) participated in the study.
They were rewarded with study credit for participation.

The questionnaire used for the subjective assessment was primar-
ily based on the pragmatic procedure for evaluating RS proposed
in [15]. We assessed Perceived Recommendation Quality, Choice Sat-
isfaction, and Usage Effort by means of this framework. To assess
Explanation Quality, Transparency, Trust, and Overall Satisfaction,
we used items from [32]. We further wanted to explore how the
novel feature-based explanations support users in their decision-
making process. This aspect is usually not studied in-depth in RS
user studies, but may be measured in terms of several factors such
as ease of understanding, helpfulness, appropriateness, and infor-
mation sufficiency. Thus, we created items ourselves similar to [34]
for measuring the impact of explanations on Decision Support.

Since our prototype with its additional feature-based explana-
tions also provided richer interaction possibilities, we investigated
user experience in contrast to the item-based CF system. For this,
we used the System Usability Scale (SUS) [5] and the Interface Ade-
quacy construct from [32]. All questionnaire items were rated on a
1–5 Likert response scale. Additionally, for qualitative feedback, we
provided open-ended questions, asking participants which system
out of the two they preferred and for which reasons. Moreover, we
asked participants to report suggestions or complaints regarding
their preferred system and its functionality. Interaction logs were
recorded in terms of number of clicks on certain areas of interest.

Hypothesis 1. First, we conducted a one-way repeated measures
MANOVA (α =0.05), revealing statistically significant differences
between item- and feature-based CF for aggregated dependent
variables, F (8, 13) = 3.39, p = .025, η2p = .67, Wilk’s λ = 0.324. To
determine individual effects regarding specific dependent variables,
we ran univariate tests. The results shown in Table 1 indicate that
for most variables, the feature-based CF system received higher
scores than the other. Differences were significant for condition in
terms of Perceived Recommendation Quality, Explanation Quality,
Transparency, Satisfaction, and Decision Support. However, we did
not find significant effects for Choice Satisfaction, Usage Effort, and
Trust. Yet, results overall indicate that we can generally accept H1.

Table 1: Mean values and standard deviations (df=20) for
the subjective system assessment of the different conditions.
Significant differences aremarked by *. Higher values (high-
lighted in bold) indicate better results.
Construct Item-based CF Feature-based CF

M SD M SD F p η2p

Perc. Rec. Quality 3.52 0.82 4.00 0.57 5.36 .031* .212
Choice Satis. 4.09 0.62 4.04 0.80 0.08 .771 .004
Usage Effort 3.66 0.84 3.80 0.53 0.40 .531 .020
Expl. Qual. 2.71 1.23 4.47 0.60 29.7 <.001* .598
Transparency 2.76 1.04 4.23 1.04 23.3 <.001* .538
Trust 3.19 0.67 3.52 0.74 3.68 .069 .156
Decision Support 3.07 0.57 3.73 0.44 12.8 .002* .391
Overall Satis. 3.23 0.94 3.90 0.70 7.0 .016* .259



Figure 1: Screenshots of the baselines systems: a) Item-based CF recommender with explanations based on ratings for similar
items, b) CB recommender with explanations of recommended items in terms of features based on user-item similarities.

Hypothesis 2. A paired t-test indicated no statistical difference
between feature-based CF (M=4.16, SD=0.54) and item-based CF
(M=3.91, SD=0.66) with respect to Interface Adequacy (t(20)=1.66,
p= .11). However, although the SUS yielded no significant difference
(t(20)=1.55, p= .13), we observed a tendency in general usability
towards feature-based CF, with a SUS score of 74, as opposed to
only 67 for item-based CF. Nevertheless, we cannot accept H2.

Log data for item-based CF showed that all participants explored
item recommendations and their explanations. In feature-based
CF, item recommendations and corresponding explanations were
relatively more often explored than feature-based equivalents.

Moreover, we explicitly asked participants about their preferred
system: 16 out of 20 preferred feature-based CF. In answers to the
open-ended question, the majority indicated to like the option to
specify preferences in terms of features, availability of additional
feature-based information regarding the products, and explana-
tions in form of direct comparisons of recommended cameras with
preferred features. One participant wrote that he or she liked the
“amount of information” and the “explanation why an object was
recommended”. Another participant said that he or she liked the
system because it allows “selecting certain camera features that are
important to you and evaluating how important they actually are”.

3.2 User study 2
The second study designed to test hypotheses 3 and 4 was con-
ducted via Amazon Mechanical Turk and consisted of two parts.
The first part had a between-subject design in which participants
were presented with one of the two following prototype systems:

• Standard CB: Recommendations and explanations were
generated based on features and values selected by partici-
pants. The system allowed adding or removing features to
manipulate recommendations. Explanations were shown for
each recommended item in form of a comparison table of
item features and preferred features (see Figure 1b).

• Feature-based CF: See user study 1, or [25], respectively.
In each of the resulting two conditions, participants were first

asked to indicate their preferences in terms of features. After the

system generated corresponding recommendations, they were re-
quired to explore recommendations and explanations, using the
interactive mechanisms provided, in order to get an understanding
of the rationale behind the results and of the relevance of rec-
ommended items in relation to their personal preferences. After
finishing the task at their own discretion, participants were asked
to subjectively evaluate the system and to fill in a questionnaire.

The second part was conducted in a similar fashion, but with
only a single condition using our feature-based prototype. Instead
of just exploring recommendations and explanations, we laid the
focus of participants specifically on the additionally provided expla-
nation facilities: We explicitly asked them to explore each kind of
explanations provided by the system (similar users, item recommen-
dations, feature recommendations; see [25]) in order to understand
these explanations and answer corresponding questions later on.

Participants and questionnaire. For the first part, a total of 100
participants were recruited. They received a reward of 1 USD for
completing the study, which took approximately 15–20 minutes. Af-
ter excluding incomplete responses, outliers, and participants who
did not take the experiment seriously, 73 participants (27 females)
with an age of M=38.32, SD=8.64 (range 25–66 years) were con-
sidered for further analysis. Out of these, 35 were assigned to the
CB and 38 to the feature-based CF condition. For the second part,
we recruited 40 participants. 1 USD was given as an incentive for
completion, which again took 15–20 minutes. After excluding out-
liers and incomplete responses, we used data from 32 participants
(12 females) with an age of M=35.81, SD=8.18 (24–60 years).

For subjectively evaluating the two systems, we used basically
the same questionnaire as in study 1. For user experience, we addi-
tionally took the short version of the User Experience Questionnaire
(UEQ) [20] into account (7-point bipolar scale ranging from -3
to 3). For qualitative feedback, open-ended questions were asked
regarding preferences, suggestions and complaints about the re-
spective system and its functionality. In addition, interaction logs
were recorded. In the second part of the study, we extended the
questionnaire by asking participants specific questions about the
explanation facilities while they performed the task. With these



questions, we wanted to specifically find out whether participants
understood the explanations and how they perceived the addition-
ally available feature-based mechanisms.

Hypothesis 3. First, we again conducted a MANOVA (α = 0.05)
to study possible differences between the two systems. The anal-
ysis revealed statistically significant differences between the CB
and feature-based CF system for aggregated dependent variables,
F (8, 64)= 2.63, p = 0.015, η2p = 0.24, Wilk’s λ= 0.75. Table 2 shows
that the CB system received better results than our feature-based
CF system with respect to most of the dependent variables. Yet,
univariate tests indicated statistical significance only for Decision
Support and Overall Satisfaction. For the other constructs, Perceived
Recommendation Quality, Choice Satisfaction, Usage Effort, Explana-
tion Quality, Transparency, and Trust, differences were negligible.
Overall, the results however indicate that we cannot accept H3.

Table 2: Mean values and standard deviations (df=71) for
the subjective system assessment of the different conditions.
Significant differences aremarked by *. Higher values (high-
lighted in bold) indicate better results.
Construct Content-based Feature-based CF

M SD M SD F p η2p

Perc. Rec. Quality 4.18 0.68 4.09 0.62 3.72 .544 .005
Choice Satis. 4.25 0.65 4.02 0.67 2.17 .145 .030
Usage Effort 3.45 0.63 3.69 0.84 1.86 .176 .026
Expl. Quality 4.37 0.80 4.26 0.86 0.30 .582 .004
Transparency 4.42 0.69 4.23 0.78 1.20 .276 .017
Trust 4.08 0.98 4.02 0.88 0.07 .786 .001
Decision Support 4.01 0.50 3.71 0.66 4.70 .034* .062
Overall Satis. 4.40 0.65 4.00 0.98 4.10 .046* .055

In the second part of the study, we evaluated the feature-based
system once again. Nowwith only a single condition, we laid partici-
pants’ focus on the additional feature-based interaction possibilities
and explanation facilities. This was done by changing the task de-
scription and adding corresponding open-ended questions so that
participants were really required to use these mechanisms more
extensively. Table 3 shows the results in comparison to the assess-
ment of the feature-based CF approach in the first part (i.e. as also
shown in the previous table). We found no significant differences
in the assessment of the feature-based CF system without (part 1)
and with (part 2) a specific task focusing on explanations.

Table 3: Mean values and standard deviations for the subjec-
tive system assessment of feature-based CF without (part 1)
and with (part 2) a task focusing on explanations.
Construct Part 1 Part 2

M SD M SD

Perc. Rec. Quality 4.09 0.62 4.00 1.01
Choice Satisfaction 4.02 0.67 4.09 0.92
Usage Effort 3.69 0.84 3.54 0.99
Explanation 4.26 0.86 4.28 0.88
Transparency 4.23 0.78 4.46 0.91
Trust 4.02 0.88 3.93 1.01
Decision Support 3.71 0.66 3.79 0.83
Overall Satisfaction 4.00 0.98 4.25 1.13

Hypothesis 4. An independent t-test showed no statistical sig-
nificant difference with respect to Interface Adequacy (t(71)= .80,
p = .33) between CB (M = 4.12, SD = 0.52) and feature-based CF
(M=4.00, SD=0.80). More in-depth usability evaluation also did not

reveal any significant effects: SUS score was 75 in the CB, but still
71 in the feature-based CF condition (t(71)= .73, p= .46). With re-
spect to the different subscales of the UEQ, the CB system received
scores of: 2.15 for pragmatic quality (excellent), 1.30 for hedonic
quality (above average), and 1.73 overall (good). The feature-based
CF system received slightly lower scores: 1.87 for pragmatic qual-
ity (excellent), 1.06 for hedonic quality (below average), and 1.47
overall (good). We found similar results when evaluating only the
feature-based CF system in the second part: SUS score was 66, not
significantly different from the first part (t(68)= .98, p= .33). The
scores for the UEQ subscales were also similar: 1.32 for pragmatic
quality (above average), 1.08 for hedonic quality (above average),
and 1.2 overall (above average). Thus, we can overall not accept H4.

Log data recorded for both systems did not provide results worth
reporting. In case of CB, when asked about the functionality they
liked the most, the majority of participants responded with: the
option of adding more features from a drop-down list, and how the
system provided different features to select from. They also liked
the explanations: one participant indicated that “the explanation
was helpful as it provided somewhat detailed information about
the camera’s features and why it was recommended”. Another par-
ticipant enjoyed “the explanation, as it quickly showed the features
one was looking for”. In case of the feature-based CF system (in
part 1 of the study), the majority liked the option of rating features
they selected to indicate how important they considered them. Par-
ticipants appreciated, for example, “the rating of different features
since it allowed prioritizing the features [they] really liked” and
that they were “able to show how important particular features
were, and not just that [they] wanted to consider them”.

4 DISCUSSION
In the first user study, we investigated the impact of our feature-
based CF approach on subjective system assessment and user ex-
perience in comparison to a conventional item-based CF approach
(hypotheses 1 and 2). The results show that the prototype system
that relied on feature-based CF received significantly higher scores
compared to the item-based CF variant in a number of dependent
variables. Even in cases where differences were not significant,
feature-based CF tended to yield better results. Only regarding sat-
isfaction with their choice, participants provided slightly higher
ratings in the item-based condition. While this indicates that they
were in the end able with both systems to successfully choose an
item that satisfies their needs, the superiority in all other aspects
emphasizes that the process of getting there is perceived much bet-
ter when the system additionally takes item features into account.
This is also reflected by the significantly higher overall satisfaction.

Additionally, we compared the two systems with respect to as-
pects related to user experience, in particular, interface adequacy
and general usability. Although analyses yielded no statistical signif-
icant differences, it seems noteworthy that feature-based CF always
performed better than the baseline. This indicates that regardless
of the more advanced interaction mechanisms and the richer ex-
planations provided in the feature-based CF system compared to
the item-based CF system (where only much simpler explanations
based on item ratings were presented, without considering features



and preferences for these features), participants perceived both
systems to be of similar quality in terms of usability.

We also asked participants about their preferred system and the
reasons for preferring it. The majority indicated that they preferred
the system which relied on our feature-based CF approach, and
most of them explicitly wrote that they liked the explanations as
well as the possibility to directly compare features of recommended
cameras with their preferred features. For instance, one participant
stated that he or she “liked the comparison of the properties of the
recommended camera with the selected properties”. Most partic-
ipants also appreciated the option to provide five-star ratings for
explicitly indicating the individual importance of selected features.

In the second user study, we aimed at evaluating our feature-
based CF approach in comparison to a standard CB recommender
(hypotheses 3 and 4). In the first part, where we directly compared
the two approaches, there were tendencies in favor of CB, but we
found only few significant effects, i.e. the systems were in general
assessed similarly positively. Only in terms of decision support and
overall satisfaction, CB received significantly higher ratings. Again
without significance, the CB system tended to perform better with
respect to UEQ results as well. On the other hand, qualitative feed-
back provided in the feature-based CF condition emphasizes similar
to study 1 that participants appreciated the option to rate features—
which is not even possible with conventional CB. Additionally, they
liked the explanations in form of one-to-one comparisons of fea-
tures of recommended items with their preferred features. Other
explanation facilities (i.e. explanations of feature recommendations
and based on similar users) apparently received less attention. Still,
one participant wrote that he or she liked “the option of having
explanations based on experience of other users”. A reason that the
other options were not used to a larger extent might be the limited
task description in the first part: Participants were able to finish
system usage at their own discretion as soon as they found at least
one camera in accordance with their indicated preferences. Thus,
considering that we recruited our sample from Amazon MTurk, and
that there was no need to make an actual purchase decision, they
might have seen no need to interact more thoroughly with expla-
nations other than the one-to-one comparisons. On the contrary, it
was possible to complete the task without putting additional effort
in exploring the advanced explanation facilities and spending more
time for understanding them. We assume this would be different in
a real-world setting, when facing an actual purchase situation.

In line with these findings, results from the second part of the
study, which put emphasis on the additional feature-based options,
particularly highlight that participants not only understood, but
also appreciated the novel explanation facilities (i.e. for feature
recommendations and based on similar users). One participant
suggested that “explanations based on similar users would probably
be helpful to someone who wants to see how others who have
similar preferences would go about selecting a camera”. Another
participant indicated that he or she “wants to see the link to specific
users to further explore their profile or to see more about them”.

Nevertheless, we want to remark that the first part of study
2 was in contrast to study 1 conducted in a between-subject de-
sign to avoid carry-over effects. Thus, the vastly positive reception
of the system in the CB condition might be explained under the
assumption that for this more simple variant, participants were

still provided with everything needed and probably also expected
from such kind of RS: recommendations in this case are simply the
result of a content-based recommendation procedure (i.e. solely
relying on item features), making additional interaction mecha-
nisms and especially more complex explanations not only hardly
possible to implement, but also less meaningful. The gain through
the integration of item features becomes more apparent from a user
perspective when comparing against approaches that usually do
not take such content-related data into account: Concretely, when
compared to standard item-based CF as in the first study, the value
is in contrast to a CB approach that inherently uses these features
for generating recommendations immediately clear. At the same
time, CB approaches cannot benefit from the advantages provided
by CF, including the consideration of rating data from other users,
which is useful especially in the long run (but therefore quite diffi-
cult to investigate in typical user studies). Instead, using CB only,
the risk increases of soon getting stuck in a filter bubble [29].

Overall, the results from the second study thus also contribute
to the positive image of our extended CF approach: Apparently,
the increased complexity does not considerably affect participants
impression in a negative way. In fact, in all comparisons, results are
still very promising. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the
feature-based CF approach needs improvement. For example, some
participants indicated that “the system needs to be simplified” or
that “the interface should make comparisons easier by placing the
different options side by side instead of having to click on things
individually”. Yet, such comments (which we received a few in
both user studies) are more related to general usability issues, but
addressing them is still an important aspect of our future work.

5 CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In this paper, we investigated the use of advanced feature-based CF
style explanations in the complex domain of digital cameras, based
on our method proposed in [25] for integrating user ratings and
item features in a hybrid fashion. To study the impact from a user
perspective, we compared our prototype RS with established base-
lines, a conventional item-based CF and a CB system. The results
of two empirical studies show that feature-based CF performs (sig-
nificantly) better than item-based CF in terms of almost all aspects
(RQ1). Participants appreciated that additional features were taken
into account, which is consistent with earlier work (e.g. [16, 21]).
On the other hand, when comparing our approach with CB, most
differences were in favor of CB, if only significant in terms of two
aspects. This seems to indicate that the higher complexity of the
feature-based CF approach does not negatively affect user percep-
tion. In contrast, the absence of considerable differences in terms of
user experience indicates that participants perceived the system to
be of at least similar quality when compared to much simpler but
established baselines—which especially in tandem with the quali-
tative feedback draws a very positive picture (RQ2). However, we
believe that amongst other factors, the complexity of domain and
decision task might affect user’s need to see explanations at certain
levels of detail, hence possibly interfering with the perception of
the system, and thus requiring further investigation in future work.
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